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• During the last decade optical astronomy has played an increasingly
important role in our understanding of the universe, and many recent
discoveries can be direcdy attributed to revolutionary improvements in telescope
design. At least 10 optical systems with apertures exceeding 3.5 m are currently
available to the scientific community, and several telescopes in the 8-to-l0-m
class are now under construction. Although the light-gathering properties of
these new telescopes are remarkable, at visible wavelengths their resolution is
ultimately limited by phase distortions associated with atmospheric turbulence.
Even under excellent seeing conditions, the imaging quality of these systems in
the visible is seldom better than that obtainable from a 20-cm receiver.

Recent changes in military security guidelines have now made it possible to
apply technology developed for high-energy laser-beam control to the problem
of turbulence compensation for astronomy. In particular, the combination of
high-bandwidth adaptive optics and synthetic:-heacon sources offers the
potential for near-difFraction-limited resolution at all optical wavelengths. This
article investigates the principal design issues associated with the construction of
adaptive optics systems for dim-target imaging, and develops quantitative
performance estimates for a 4-m telescope.

T
HE EFFECTS OF atmospheric turbulence have
hindered astronomers since the invention of
the telescope, and the current trend toward

ever larger collection apertures has made the search
for a solution to this problem even more important
[1, 2]. This limitation was one of the principal moti
vations for the Hubble project [3]. Other proposals to
enhance seeing include placing observatories on the
moon [4]. The recent Bahcall Committee report,
which establishes research priorities in astronomy for
the next decade, recognized this problem and in
cluded a strong recommendation for funding specifi
cally earmarked for the development of methods to
improve the resolution of terrestrial observatories [5].

Figure 1 shows a simplified description ofthe physi
cal processes that produce image distortion. For
vacuum propagation, light from a distant point source
would reach a collection aperture with uniform am
plitude and phase. The far-field diffraction pattern
produced by a perfect circular aperture is the familiar
Airy disk, which has an angular extent in output
space approximately equal to the radiation wavelength

A, divided by the aperture diameter D. For a 4-m
telescope operating in the visible, ;.,/D corresponds
to 0.03 arc sec.

When light passes through the earth's atmosphere,
the phase of each collected ray depends on the prod
uct of the path length and the refractive index of the
medium. Thermal fluctuations as small as a tenth ofa
degree can produce optical-pathvariations correspond
ing to several wavelengths across the diameter of the
receiver. A statistical description of the perturbed
wavefront derives from the works of A. Kolmogorov
[6] and VI. Tatarski [7]; in subsequent work it was
shown that the long-exposure image produced by a
large telescope subtends a seeing angle of ;.,1 ro, where
ro is the turbulence coherence length [8]. Under good
seeing conditions the seeing angle can be as small as
0.4 arc sec. For a 4-m telescope this angle represents a
degradation of more than an order of magnitude in
spatial resolution and over a factor of 100 reduction
in image intensity. Although speckle interferometry
has been applied with some success to mitigate the
effects of atmospheric turbulence, this technique is
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of imaging resolution of (a) a diffraction-limited receiver and (b) a telescope viewing
through atmospheric turbulence. The far-field diffraction pattern produced by a perfect circular aperture is
the familiar Airy disk, which has an angular extent in output space approximately equal to the radiation wave
length I.. divided by the aperture diameter D. The point-spread function for turbulence can be characterized as
a random distribution of diffraction-limited speckles covering an angular region of diameter I../ro.

useful only for recovering the images of relatively
bright objects (see the box entitled "Speckle Inter
ferometry") .

Adaptive optics refers to a set of techniques that
corrects turbulence-induced phase distortions by me
chanically deforming a reflective surface in the opti
cal train of the telescope. The compensation element,
known as a deformable mirror, is the active compo
nent in a complex servo system that also includes a
wavefront sensor to detect residual phase errors. Fig
ure 2 illustrates a diagrarn of a modern system that
closely resembles the conceptual design first proposed
by H.W: Babcock in the early 1950s [9].

In the mid-1970s Lincoln Laboratory became one
of the first research organizations to investigate the
utility of adaptive optics for laser-bearn-control ap-
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plications. The first small-scale adaptive optics sys
tems were constructed during that period. An excel
lent review of that early work was compiled by l.W
Hardy [10], and a more current treatment of the
subject is found in the article by Darryl P. Green
wood and Charles A. Primmerman in this issue [11].

Because of the cost of developing high-perfor
mance adaptive optics hardware, virtually all of this
research has been funded by the Department of De
fense, whose primary mission has been the construc
tion of laser weapon systems. It was quickly recog
nized that a fundamental problem exists in
engagements involving uncooperative targets, which
are satellites that do not carry a bright beacon that
can be viewed by the wavefront sensor. Figure 3
shows a typical engagement scenario in which a satel-
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SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY

MODERN ASTRONOMY has not been
without resources in dealing with
the effects of turbulence. In 1970
A. Labeyrie observed that short
exposure celestial images are high
ly structured and are composed
of an array of discrete spots, or
speckles [1]. Each speckle corre
sponds to a diffraction-limited
replica of the object under obser
vation, and these images can be
integrated by using Fourier trans
form techniques.

Unfortunately, speckle inter
ferometry suffers from a number
of serious limitations. The ap
proach originally proposed by La
beytie yields the object's autocor
relation function rather than a
true image, because of phase in
formation lost in the construc
tion of the specklegram. For sim
ple objects such as binary stars,
all ofthe important data are readi-

ly recovered (see Figure A), but
for complex bodies the recon
struction problem is more diffi
cult. Recently a number of inno
vative processing methods have
been proposed to recover both
the phase and intensity data in
the Fourier domain of the image
[2-5].

A more serious concern relates
to the signal-to-noise require
ments of these computational
techniques. l.W Beletic [6] has
shown that the effective efficien
cy of the process of converting
input photons into an object re
construction is inversely propor
tional to the product of the num
ber ofspeckles in each image and
the square root of the number of
image samples. For nominal see
ing conditions (approximately
one arc second) and exposure
times (approximately one hour),

this collection efficiency can be
as small as 10-5. As a result, high
quality images are obtainable only
from relatively bright sources.
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Speckle Image Specklegram Autocorrelation

FIGURE A. Each speckle of a short-exposure binary-star
image is comprised of a pair of spots having the same
separation and orientation. If the star is dim these quantities
often cannot be extracted from a single exposure. Integrat
ing the power spectra of many such images forms a
specklegram from which the object's autocorrelation func
tion can be derived through an inverse transformation.
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FIGURE 3. Engagement geometry for propagating a laser
beam to a satellite. To intercept the target the laser must
be pointed ahead of the tracking direction by an angle of
2vlc. At visible wavelengths the point-ahead angle is
much larger than the turbulence isoplanatic angle 00,

counter a similar problem in wavefront correction
the lack of a suitable reference source, or beacon,
along the propagation path.

The first viable solution to this problem was pro
posed by J. Feinleib in 1982 [I2] and later indepen
dently discovered by R. Foy and A. Labeyrie in 1985
[13]. The basic concept is simple and uses
backscattered light from a powerful laser that is fo
cused at a point in the atmosphere near the top of the
turbulence region. This backscattered radiation from
molecules and particulates is viewed by the wavefront
sensor, which is temporally gated to restrict the illu
mination volume to which it is sensitive. Known as a
synthetic beacon, or laser guide star, this source can be
placed in any direction in the sky and made intense
enough to permit accurate phase measurements.

The quality of the phase measurement afforded by
an artificial source is limited by the dissimilarity in
range between the beacon and the object, which leads
to an error known as focal anisoplanatism. This effect
decreases as beacon altitude increases, although at al
titudes above 15 or 20 km the Rayleigh return from
a laser of reasonable power becomes too small to be
useful. To overcome this problem we can use multiple
sources at low altitude [14] or exploit resonance back
scatter from a stable layer of sodium atoms that re
sides in the mesosphere at an altitude of90 km [15].

Phase
Sensor

Ti It-Mirro r A-__+-_......~r---lL-.-,
Loop
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Focal-Plane
Image

Deformable
Mirror

lite in low-earth orbit is moving at a velocity v. To
intercept this target, a laser beam projected from a
ground-based station must point ahead of the object
by an angle of 2v /c, where c is the speed of light. For
low-earth-orbit satellites the point-ahead angle is ap
proximately 50 ,urad (10 arc sec), which is much
larger than the isoplanatic angle within which phase
distortions are highly correlated. Thus a measurement
of the wavefront along the tracking path would be
useless in correcting turbulence along the propaga
tion path.

Although imaging celestial bodies does not require
a point-ahead geometty, most objects of interest to
astronomers provide too little light to make an accu
rate wavefront measurement. Thus astronomers en-

FIGURE 2. Essential components of an adaptive optics
phase-compensation system. The first derivative of the
phase difference between the incoming wavefront and
the surface figure imposed by the tilt and deformable
mirrors is measured by the phase sensor. The residual
phase error is computed by the phase reconstructor and
subsequently applied to the two active optical elements.
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Although the synthetic-beacon concept is easy to
describe, its reduction to practice involved one of the
most complex systems ever constructed by Lincoln
Laboratory. In an experimental program referred to as
Short-Wavelength Adaptive Techniques (SWAT), a
system incorporating a 241-actuator deformable mir
ror was mated to a 60-cm telescope operated at the
top of Mount Haleakala in Maui, Hawaii [16]. A set
of dye lasers were used to project synthetic Rayleigh
beacons to altitudes as high as 7 km [17]. Over the
past two years, both Lincoln Laboratory and the
Phillips Laboratory have successfully demonstrated
compensated imaging with guide-star systems. In 1991
the classification restrictions that had kept this work
secret were modified and both the underlying theory
and the experimental results were released to the open
literature [14, 15, 18, 19].

The purpose of this article is to provide some
insight into the main issues that affect the design of
adaptive optics systems for large-aperture telescopes.
Although the relationships developed have general
application for high-performance beam control, this
analysis is specifically directed toward the astronomy
community, which may be constrained to compro
mise performance in exchange for substantial reduc
tions in system cost and complexity. To identify the
optimal design point in this multidimensional deci
sion space we must develop a set of standards against
which each of the principal hardware components
can be evaluated. The end result of this process is a set
ofbaseline constructs that balance complexity, perfor
mance, and overall utility.

Real-Time Adaptive Optics for
Imaging Applications

An adaptive optics system can be thought of as a
highly parallel servo device that simultaneously nulls
the phase fluctuations of the incoming wavefront at
many discrete locations over a two-dimensional field.
Figure 2 illustrates how this mechanical correction is
performed in the pupil plane of the telescope. The
root-mean-square (rms) difference between the opti
cal phase imposed by the deformable mirror and the
incident distortion is a convenient measure of the
quality of the average phase correction.

For systems using a cooperative beacon, the princi-

pal sources of error derive from the finite spatial
resolution of the control surface and finite servo
bandwidth. If the beacon is a faint object such as a
dim star, then measurement errors introduced by
the wavefront sensor will also affect performance. To
quantify these effects we must first briefly review the
more important statistical properties of atmospheric
turbulence.

Spatial and Temporal Characteristics of Turbulence

According to theory developed by Kolmogorov [6],
temperature fluctuations that give rise to optical tur
bulence originate as large-scale eddies that trans
mit energy without loss to progressively smaller
disturbances. The refractive-index structure function
Dn(r) is found to be isotropic and proportional to the
2/3 power of the scalar distance r,

where C;; (h) represents the average turbulence
strength as a function of altitude h. Calculations of
turbulence effects typically involve integrals of the
C;; (h) profile that have the form

tin = fC;; (h) h
n

dh J

where tin is known as the nth turbulence moment.
The coherence length ro is the most important

descriptor of the overall strength of turbulence
induced perturbations [8]:

Here S is the zenith angle of the viewing path and
kc=2n/A)s the wave number of the radiation imaged
onto a camera at the focus of the telescope. An aper
ture of dimension ro produces a near-diffraction
limited image that appears to change position as the
atmosphere evolves with time. This parameter estab
lishes the spatial dimensions of a subaperture within
which a unique phase error can be measured and
subsequently corrected by the movement of a single
degree of freedom on the deformable mirror.

The temporal characteristics of turbulence are of
ten modeled on the assumption that turbulence can
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be described as a set of frozen layers that move across
the aperture at speeds that vary as a function of alti
tude. For simplicity, the direction ofmotion is usually
assumed to be perpendicular to the plane containing
the zenith angle. The velocity moments have the form

where v(h) is the wind-velo~ity profile. A critical time
constant "0' which derives from Greenwood [20],
specifies the interval over which turbulence remains
essentially unchanged:

{
2 }-3/5

"0 = 2.91 kc sec(O v5/3 .

This frozen-turbulence model predicts a power spec
trum that has an 8/3-power dependence over most of
the range of interest.

Another quantity of interest is the usable field of
view of a compensated-imaging system. This param
eter is related to the isoplanatic angle 80' where

both of these functions, and Table 1 lists the associ
ated turbulence parameters for imaging in the visible.

Estimation ofCompensation-System Performance

As one might infer from the previous discussion, an
adaptive optics system capable of controlling phase
on spatial scales smaller than ro and at time intervals
shorter than "0 provides excellent turbulence com
pensation. On the other hand, system complexity is a
strong function of the number of degrees of freedom
and the control bandwidth. Our intent in this study
is to avoid design constraints that are overly stressing
and have an inordinate impact on the overall system
cost.

The theory and implementation of adaptive optics

,1/
_ • _ Turbulence

/ I " Beacon

Objects within an angular radius 80 from the beacon
direction can be imaged with good fidelity. Figure 4
provides a graphic description of the physical pro
cesses that govern ro, "0' and 80,

To attach numerical values to these turbulence
parameters, we must establish baseline profiles for
turbulence and wind velocity. During the last two
decades several dozen models have been developed in
an attempt to describe profile measurements made at
various locations throughout the world. For daytime
conditions at inland sites, the SLC-Day turbulence
model (which was standardized under the Submarine
Laser Communications program) and the Hufnagel
Valley [21] turbulence models are frequently employed
for laser propagation studies. To the best ofour knowl
edge, however, no standard turbulence profiles exist
for good astronomical sites and nighttime viewing
conditions. Therefore, we have developed a modified
version of the Hufnagel-Valley model that predicts a
20-cm ro (0.70-arc-sec seeing); this modified profile,
along with a standard wind-velocity model [22], is
applied in the analysis that follows. Figure 5 shows
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FIGURE 4. Physical processes associated with the turbu
lence coherence length '0' the critical time constant "Ot

and the isoplanatic angle 80, The value of '0 is related to
the cumulative turbulence between the telescope and the
top of the atmosphere, whereas "0 is a function of the
average wind velocity. The value of 80 is determined
primarily by the strength of high-altitude turbulence.

(1){
2 8/3 }-3/5

80 = 2.91 kc sec (0 f.15/3 .
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(2)

2 ()Y3<Jfirring :::: 0.5 dslro

(rad2 of phase error) .

The leading constant is found to be weakly depen
dent on the shape of the mirror and the size of the
central obscuration.

The temporal characteristics of the deformable
mirror servo system can also be described as a high
pass filter having a turbulence-rejection bandwidth
f3servo ' From the work of Greenwood [24], the follow-

2 '" 2<Jphase = £..J <Ji •

This article will now describe each of the most impor
tant contributors to the total phase error.

A deformable mirror incorporates an array of inde
pendent actuators that either provides modal control
(represented by a Zernike decomposition over a circu
lar mirror [23]) or zonal control (using a rectangular
matrix of elements). The latter approach has been the
method of choice for high-performance correction
and has been employed in alllaser-beam-control sys
tems. Under closed-loop operation a zonal mirror acts
as a high-pass spatial filter that suppresses the low
frequency components of the wavefront distortion,
but allows components above the Nyquist frequency
to propagate to the focal plane. The resulting fitting
error is established by the ratio between the subaperture
dimension ds and the turbulence coherence length ro,
as indicated in the following expression:

to develop an expression for the residual pupil-plane
phase error associated with each major component of
the servo mechanism. These contributions are as
sumed to be statistically independent, so that the
total error can be represented by the sum of the error
variances of the individual elements:
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FIGURE 5. (a) Turbulence profile and (b) wind-velocity
profile employed in this system study. We developed the
modified Hufnagel-Valley model to represent nighttime
turbulence under good seeing conditions.

systems have been investigated for at least two de
cades, and the basic relationships for estimating per
formance are well understood. The usual approach is

Table 1. Turbulence Parameters for Viewing at 0.55 pm
(Based on the Modified Hufnagel-Valley Model)

'0
(cm)

8seeing
(arc sec)

80
(j.Jrad)

TO
(msec)

00 Zenith

450 Zenith

20.0

16.2

0.69

0.85

20.0

11.5

6.3

5.1
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ing result is developed for the figure error due to
finite servo response:

1
f3servo ::::: 10 'l'd .

This number is essentially equivalent to the Green
wood frequency [20] for a compensation system in
corporating a sharp cutoff filter.

The parameter 'l'd describes the dwell time of the
detector array used in the wavefront sensor. In closed
loop operation, the dwell time establishes the mini
mum delay between the measurement of a residual
distortion and the application of a correction to the
deformable mirror. At high correction rates 'l'd can be
related to an analog servo bandwidth in the following
way:

2 ( / )~3(Tservo ::::: 0.96 'l'd 'l'o

(rad2 of phase error) .
(3)

Equations 2 and 3 address the issue of spatial and
temporal resolution but not correction accuracy. For
low-light-Ievel operation this parameter is driven pri
marily by noise in the wavefront sensor. To address
this issue, we must develop a model for the perfor
mance of the phase sensor.

At least three phase-sensing techniques have been
successfully demonstrated for adaptive optics:
Hartmann sensors in which the pupil plane is mapped
into a set of lenslets that form separate images of the
source [10], shearing sensors that convert phase gradi
ents into intensity variations [lO], and sensors that
measure local wavefront curvature [25]. The Hartmann
approach, illustrated in Figure 6, consists of an array
of tracking devices that convert local gradients into
focal-spot displacements. For this sensor the measure
ment error is related to the uncertainty in determin
ing the centroid position of each spot, and includes a
photon-noise component as well as a contribution
from detector readout noise. For charge-coupled
device detector arrays, the measurement-error ex
pression has the form [26]

Lenslet
Array

Detector
Array

FIGURE 6. Schematic description of a Hartmann wavefront
sensor. The incoming wavefront is divided into a matrix
of subapertures (outlined areas) by a lenslet array, which
produces a set of focused spots on a detector array. The
displacement of a spot from its local null position pro
vides a measure of the phase gradient within a
subaperture.
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2
(Tsensor

v

phoron noise

v

derecror noise

where the following definitions apply: kc = 2rc/A.
is the center wave number of the imaged light,
kb= 2rc/A.b is the beacon wave number, Sis the zenith
angle, h is the detector quantum efficiency at the
beacon wavelength, Nrmsis the detector transfer noise,
Ge is the gain of the optical intensifier, 'l'd is the phase
sensor dwell time, ds is the subaperture diameter, and
Ib is the pupil-plane irradiance from the beacon.
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The quantity in square brackets in the numerator
of both noise terms in Equation 4 represents a correc
tion factor that describes the loss in measurement
sensitivity when the subaperture dimension exceeds
the turbulence coherence length. For imaging appli
cations in which modest performance gains are ac
ceptable, we can simplify Equation 4 by assuming
that the subaperture diameter is larger than roo Under
high readout-rate operation the sensor is likely to be
detector-noise limited, so that the following expres
sion for measurement error is appropriate:

A high-performance beam-control system is fre
quently characterized by the StreW ratio, which de
fines the ratio between the achieved on-axis beam
intensity and the diffraction-limited value. When the
residual phase distortion O"~hase is less than 1 rad2

, the
extended Man~chal approximation,

gives an accurate estimate of the Strehl. This rela
tionship, however, provides no information about the

where Yr is the total throughpur of the atmosphere
and the receiver optics. In this example (and in subse
quent calculations) Yr is assumed to be 20%.

Characterization ofFocal-Plane Image Quality

The process illustrated in Figure 7 provides a mecha
nism for selecting an appropriate set of design param
eters once the allowable phase distortion has been
established, but it provides no guidance to the appro
priate level of performance for compensated-imaging
applications. To address this question we must inves
tigate the relationship between pupil-plane phase
error and focal-plane image quality.

5
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FIGURE 7. Design space for an optimization procedure
that (a) adjusts the subaperture diameter and servo
bandwidth to (b) minimize the beacon irradiance needed
to achieve a given pupil-plane phase distortion. We
assume that the error variance is evenly divided between
fitting error, servo error, and wavefront-sensor noise.
Beacon brightness is given in terms of visual magnitude
for a receiver throughput (including optics and atmo
sphere) of 20%. These results are independent of aper
ture diameter.

(5)

2(h )2 kl2/5k-215N 2
:::: c b c rms

3( T]7:drodJb)2

(rad2 of phase error) .

2
O"sensor

The sum of the variances given by Equations 2,3,
and 5 forms the basis of a performance expression in
which a decrease in ds and 7:d improves the measure
ment resolution (by reducing the fitting and finite
bandwidth errors, respectively) bur increases the sen
sor error. This relation suggests a design-optimization
strategy in which the system parameters are adjusted
to minimize the required beacon irradiance Ib for a
fixed level of error. Figure 7 shows an example of this
optimization process for a compensation system op
erating at visible wavelengths. To facilitate comparisons
with other astronomical instruments, we represent
the aperture irradiance I b in terms ofequivalent stellar
magnitude mv through the relationship

mv :::: -2. 510g(Ib/rr) - 21. 2,
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shape of the far-field image.
The proper study of imaging systems incorporat

ing partial turbulence compensation requires a more
detailed characterization of the focal-plane energy dis
tribution. For convenience we divide the residual phase
into a tracking error O"~tr (rad2 ofsingle-axis tilt jitter)
associated with the tilt-control element and a figure
error O"~gure (rad2 of phase) associated with the high
spatial-frequency correction applied by the deformable
muror.

The instantaneous (or short-exposure) image of an
object viewed through turbulence consists of a dif
fraction-limited primary lobe and an array ofsidelobes
covering a region of diameter AI roo The ratio between
the primary and sidelobe energies depends on the
magnitude of O"~gUIe" In a long-exposure image the
randomly fluctuating sidelobes average to form a
smooth background skirt, and the entire profile is
broadened by uncorrected beam motion. The net
result is a point-spread function that can be de
scribed as the sum of two quasi-Gaussian shapes deter
mined by the ratio of the wavelength and aperture
diameter AID, the ratio of the wavelength and turbu
lence coherence length AI ro, and the long-exposure
image jitter O"rite These concepts are illustrated in
Figure 8.

If we apply the Marechal approximation to de
scribe the central core of the beam and assume that
energy lost from the core is contained in the back
ground skirt, then we obtain the following empirical
expression for the long-exposure Strehl:

[Resolution]LE '" 1. 22(~) a , where
D [Strehl ]LE

a=

Equation 6 predicts a rapid transition from the dif
fraction limit to the uncompensated-resolution limit
when the figure error exceeds a critical value that
depends on the ratio D I roo Figure 9 illustrates this

(a)

This description gives the expected value for all limit
ing values of the figure and tilt variance, and is in
good agreement with computer-simulation results.

A definition of the effective angular resolution is
somewhat less obvious, but an expression incorporat
ing the weighted rms of the central core and back
ground diameters provides a plausible first-order esti
mate of this parameter:

v

cenrral core
v

background

A 2 2
[1.22 0] +[2.7ertilt ]

A1.22,---....
o

(b)

FIGURE 8. (a) The short-exposure image of a point
source viewed through turbulence is characterized by a
diffraction-limited central core and an array of sidelobes.
(b) In the long-exposure profile the sidelobes are aver
aged to form a smooth skirt, and the entire beam is
broadened by image motion.
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Figure 10 indicates how light rays originating from a
distant source propagate along parallel lines to the
receiver aperture, whereas those from a synthetic bea
con diverge from a scattering volume at a finite focal
distance. The measurement ofaccumulated phase dis
tortion afforded by a laser guide star is thus inherently
imperfect because of unsampled turbulence above the
beacon and incorrectly sampled turbulence below the
beacon. This form of error is referred to as focal
anisoplanatism because it results from a difference in
range between the beacon and the more distant target
object.
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behavior for a 4-m system that is assumed to have no
tracking error.

For the imaging wavelengths of interest (visible
and near-infrared), the effective resolution is seen to
be near diffraction-limited as long as a~gure is less
than 3 rad2

• From Figure 7 we see that this restriction
on figure error implies the following constraints on
the subaperture size and servo bandwidth:

2 4 6 8 10

Figure Error Variance (rad2)

FIGURE 9. Resolution as a function of pupil-plane phase
distortion level for partially corrected turbulence (track
ing error has been ignored). The point of transition from
diffraction-limited to uncorrected turbulence depends on
the D/,o ratio. For the wavelengths of interest this transi
tion begins in the range of 2 to 4 rad2

•

1
ds < 1. 5 Yo and f3servo > -- .

lOra

This level of performance also requires a star of mag
nitude 8 or brighter for imaging in the visible. The
possibiliry of using as a beacon a bright neighboring
star within the isoplanatic angle of a dim object will
be introduced later, in a section in which fractional
sky coverage is addressed.

Laser Guide Stars for Dim-Object Astronomy

Laser guide stars (or synthetic beacons), created by
the backscatter of intense laser beams, offer a viable
means to extend the utiliry of adaptive optics to dim
objects. The feasibiliry of this technique has been
clearly demonstrated in several recent experiments
[14, 18, 19]; we now discuss its application to large
astronomical systems.

FIGURE 10. The two sources of phase error introduced
by synthetic beacons. The vertical rays represent light
originating from a distant source; this light accumulates
phase error in traveling through the atmosphere to the
telescope. Radiation from the laser guide star follows a
slightly different path to the telescope and is therefore
unable to sample turbulence distortions above the bea
con altitude or to sample accurately the turbulence that
lies below the beacon.
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Focal anisoplanatism can be reduced by using
backscattered light from a higher altitude or by using
multiple beacons. Because this effect plays a central
role in the performance of laser guide-star compen
sated-imaging systems, we begin our discussion with
an estimate of the magnitude of this error.

By using an analytical technique recently devel
oped by R.]. Sasiela [27] that applies Mellin trans
form theory to complicated turbulence calculations,
we can describe a wide range ofatmospheric effects in
terms of expansions involving turbulence moments
(introduced earlier in this article). Following Sasiela,
the anisoplanatic errors associated with a beacon lo
cated at altitude Hare

2 _ 5/3 k2 () i ( )
aupper - 0.057 D c sec S )lo H

and

a~wer ::::: D 5/
3 k} sec( s) X (7)

{o. 50 I'~~/~) - 0451'~~) +.. },

where the notations

H

)l~(H)= fhnC;(h)dh
o

and

Yt Yr n(H)[da(n)jdO] ~R
I b ::::: Pt 2'

[sec(S)H]

where Pi is the average laser power, Yt is the total
uplink transmission (including atmospheric losses),
Yr is the total downlink transmission (including at
mospheric losses), n(R) is the molecular density,
da(n)/dO is the backscatter cross section, and ~R is
the wavefront-sensor range gate. Because the cross
section for Rayleigh backscatter varies as A,-4, there is
strong motivation to operate with short-wavelength
sources.

As a source oflight for an adaptive optics wavefront
sensor, Rayleigh scattering is impractical from alti
tudes beyond 20 km. Fortunately, the earth's meso
sphere contains a high concentration ofsodium formed
by meteorite collisions with the outer atmosphere,
and these atoms exhibit a strong resonant backscatter
at 0.589 )lm. The cross section for this effect is large
(6.6 X 10-17 m2/sr) compared to the cross section for
Rayleigh backscatter (4.1 X 10-32 m2/sr at 0.589 )lm).
If saturation of the sodium molecules is ignored, a
first-order estimate of the aperture irradiance can be
written as

where Hs = 90 km is the altitude of the sodium layer

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Range (km)
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of Rayleigh backscatter and
sodium-resonance backscatter as a function of beacon
altitude for a propagation wavelength of 0.589 J.lm.

)l~(H)= fhnC;(h)dh
H

represent the lower and upper partial moments, re
spectively. These equations exhibit a strong depen
dence on H, which indicates that it is advantageous to

place the beacon at the highest practicable altitude.
The maximum useful beacon range is ultimately

limited by the transmitted laser power and the physics
of the scattering phenomenon. The return from low
altitudes is dominated by Rayleigh scattering, which
decreases rapidly with range as a result of the reduc
tion in the solid angle subtended by the collector
and the decrease in molecular density at higher alti
tudes. The aperture irradiance I b is governed by the
expreSSIOn
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FIGURE 12. Comparison of focal-anisoplanatic errors for
(a) single-beacon performance and (b) multiple-beacon
systems as a function of beacon altitude. To maintain
good image quality the total error due to this effect
should be kept below 1 rad2

• This goal can be achieved
with several beacons (on the order of 8) at 20 km or a
single beacon at 90 km.

2 5/3 k2 () { 4,u~ (H) }
O"stitching :::: D c sec S 0.0 0 H 2 +... .

Figure 12 compares our estimates of the magni
tude of focal anisoplanatism for the single-beacon

ever, renders the system insensitive to spatial frequen
cies corresponding to the beacon spacing. The result
ing error function is only weakly dependent on the
number of beacons deployed, and has the approxi
mate form [26]

and (:::: 5 X 1013 atoms/m2 is the range-integrated
sodium column abundance. Figure 11 shows a quali
tative comparison of laser-beam return as a function
of altitude for 0.589-,um radiation.

Multiple-Beacon Concepts

An alternative to the deployment of a high-altitude
beacon is the use ofan array ofsources, each ofwhich
provides phase information to a single segment of the
full aperture. The benefit of this approach is that the
average sampling path more nearly matches the paral
lel rays from the target object. Equation 7 suggests
that, by partitioning the aperture into sections of
diameter Ds' we can reduce the error due to the low
altitude component of focal anisoplanatism by a fac
tor of (D/D)5/3. (Increasing the number of beacons,
however, does not improve the error due to the
unsampled turbulence above the beacon altitude.)

The idea of deploying multiple sources for large
aperture compensation is nearly as old as the original
single-beacon concept, and it has received extensive
attention from theorists in the past several years. The
practical implementation of this scheme is far from
trivial, however, and the following issues are noted.
First, the return radiation from each beacon must
carry a unique identifying characteristic, such as time
of arrival, color, polarization, or field of view, so that
measurements made by the wavefront sensor can be
correctly processed. Second, because wavefront sen
sors measure phase gradients rather than absolute
phase, a means must be found to measure gradients
across the seams between the aperture sections. To
accomplish this stitching process, the detectors at the
edges of the sections must be capable of measuring
light from both of the neighboring sources. Third, the
process of combining gradient data from multiple
sources leads to an irreducible measurement noise,
referred to as stitching error, that partially offsets the
elimination of low-altitude focal anisoplanatism.

Stitching error arises from the need to combine
gradient measurements from many sources whose rela
tive positions cannot be precisely controlled (see the
box entitled "Multiple-Beacon Section Stitching").
This effect can be minimized by subtracting the aper
ture-average tilt from each set of measurements prior
to subsequent processing. This renormalization, how-
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MULTIPLE-BEACON
SECTION STITCHING

FIGURE A. Any movement of an individual beacon within a
multiple-source array imposes a differential tilt component on
all of the gradient measurements associated with that section.
The result is a low-spatial-frequency distortion of the recon
structed wavefront.

between adjacent aperture sec
tions. Stitching is best performed
if all subapenures can sense the

THE DEPLOYMENT OF a large num
ber of synthetic beacons decreas
es the diameter of the aperture
section that receives light from
anyone source, which makes the
backscattered rays more parallel
so that measurement errors due
to focal anisoplanatism are re
duced. When the beacon array is
propagated upward through the
atmosphere, however, the relative
source positions exhibit random
fluctuations because of jitter in
the projection system and differ
ences in the integrated turbulence
paths (see Figure A). Ifuncorrect
ed, these lateral displacements are
interpreted as low-spatial-frequen
cy tilts by the wavefront sensor.

Because there is no way to dis
tinguish between a physical dis
tortion of the beacon matrix and
apparent displacements caused by
turbulence, errors resulting from
the process of combining, or
stitching, information received
from multiple sources can be min
imized by eliminating nonzero av
erage-tilt components from the
collected data. This nulling pro-

cess can only be performed in a
relative sense, and it requires some
degree of measurement overlap

Source
Displacement 0

'\
~O~ o

Beacon
Array

Aperture
Section

and multiple-beacon geometries. As explained earlier,
the use of a single source at a finite range gives rise to
a high-altitude error representing unsampled turbu
lence and a low-altitude error related to the incorrect
sampling of turbulence below the beacon. If a suffi
cient number of Rayleigh sources are deployed (ap
proximately 1 per mZ for visible imaging), the low
altitude anisoplanatic error component becomes
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negligible but is replaced by stitching error.
To put these results into perspective, recall that we

previously developed an error budget based on a maxi
mum pupil-plane phase variance of 3 radz. The con
tribution due to focal anisoplanatism should be kept
below 1 radz

to maintain a reasonable balance be
tween the various sources of compensation error. For
visible imaging with a 4-m telescope, Figure 12 indi-
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FIGURE B. The aperture-average tilt must first be removed from each data ensemble to
eliminate the possibility of introducing anomalous tilt components into the reconstruction
process. Gradients can then be selected from the field associated with the nearest beacon.

light from all of the deployed
beacons.

Although optimal estimation
can be applied to this reconstruc
tion process, good results can be
achieved with a simple two-step

algorithm in which the full-aper
ture tilt is first subtracted from
each gradient sample. Local gra
dients derived from the source
closest to each subaperrure are
then input to the computational

device that forms a least-squares
estimate ofthe wavefront (see Fig
ure B). The error incurred as a
result of losing low-spatial-fre
quency information is known as
stitching error.

cates that this goal can be met with either one sodium
beacon at 90 km or several (of order 8) Rayleigh
sources at 20 km. Because of the practical difficul
ties associated with the deployment of multiple
probes, we are currently focusing on the develop
ment of lasers that operate at the sodium-resonance
frequency.

Estimation of Sky Coverage

One might conclude from the preceding discussion
that only stars brighter than 8th magnitude can be

compensated directly, but that synthetic beacons can
be used to apply high-quality phase correction to any
celestial body; neither of these statements is correct.
Direct compensation can be applied to a dim object if
it lies close enough to a star that is sufficiently bright
to drive the wavefront sensor. Furthermore, as we will
show, synthetic-beacon compensation requires a nearby
tracking source for image stablization. The probabil
ity that a suitable star can be located for these pur
poses establishes the system's overall functionality, or
fractional sky coverage.
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This form of error is known as offiet anisoplanatism.
At visible wavelengths the isoplanatic angle 80 is typi
cally of the order of a few arc seconds.

Offset anisoplanatism represents the fourth term
in the budget for figure error:

Off-Axis Phase Correction for Natural-Star Systems

Equation 1 introduced the concept of an isoplanatic
angle within which a fixed beacon provides valid phase
information. A quantitative estimate of the residual
phase error that results when the beacon and object
under observation are separated by an angle 8 is given
by [28]

2 "" (8/80 )5/3
0'offset / (rad2 of phase error) . (8)
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FIGURE 13. Comparison of stellar densities for the galac
tic pole, galactic equator, and global average as a func
tion of visual magnitude (from Reference 29).

2 222 2
O'figure = O'fitting + O'servo + O'sensor + O'offset • (9)

Because this compensation scenario assumes that a
beacon star is close to the target object and bright
enough to drive the wavefront sensor, tracking jitter is
negligible:

Off-Axis Tilt Stabilization for
Synthetic-Beacon Systems

Perhaps the most important issue associated with the
practical application ofsynthetic beacons to astronomy
is the need to establish a tracking source for long
exposure data collection. Tilt information cannot be
obtained from laser backscatter because the beam
follows the same optical path in both the outgoing
and return directions. Unless turbulence-induced im
age motion can be sensed and eliminated, the figure

Equations 9, 10, and 12 represent a complete descrip
tion of the performance and utility of a compensated
imaging system that uses natural-star beacons. Be
cause performance and utility share an inverse
relationship, we must take care to develop a design
methodology that suits the particular imaging appli
cation. A reasonable first-order approach, which leads
to an unambiguous specification of all parameters, is
to identify a maximum allowable figure error that is
evenly divided among the four terms in Equation 9.
For the baseline turbulence parameters given in Table
1, the predicted fractional sky coverage for visible
imaging is of the order of 10-6

. Although useful sci
ence can be performed even if our access to the sky
is limited, the real potential of adaptive optics is
achievable only with the use of synthetic-beacon
sources.

(11)

(10)

(12)

( ) 2(2 )6/54.6 exp 0.96 mv 80 O'offset

average density "" 1. 45 exp(0.96 mv )

(stars / rad 2
) .

From Equations 8 and 11, we obtain an estimate of
the fractional sky coverage associated with an iso

planatic error of magnitude O'~ffset:

fractional sky coverage ""

2 d'n 8 X average enslty ""

The probability of locating a star of sufficient bright
ness within the isoplanatic patch of the viewing direc
tion can be derived from standard tables listing the
number of stars versus visual magnitude [29]; these
data were used to generate the star-density curves
shown in Figure 13. The average star density is accu
rately approximated by an exponential function of
the visual magnitude:
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compensation afforded by the deformable-mirror
subsystem is oflittle value. Currently, the only practical
solution to this problem is to locate a nearby reference
star that is bright enough to drive a separate tracking
system.

A performance analysis of a null-seeking track
er obtains directly from the earlier discussion
of Hartmann phase sensors. Because each Hart
mann subaperture is a complete tracking unit, the
associated angular error over an aperture of diam
eter D can be derived from Equation 4 by
multiplying the measurement error by 4/m,.kcD)2.
To allow for the possibility that the beacon and
tracking wavelengths may differ, the parame
ters kt , Tdt' and It are introduced to represent the
tracker wave number, sensor dwell time, and
pupil-plane irradiance, respectively. Finally, we
assume that the full aperture is much larger than
ro and that photon-noise-limited operation can
be obtained with a low-bandwidth quad-cell de
tector. With these modifications, the expression
for tracking error due to measurement noise
becomes

2 8h c k
c
-

12
/ 5 k;/5

( <Tsensor ) 'I :::= 3 2D 2I
tlr 1JTdtrO t

(rad2 of tilt error) ,

which is independent ofaperture diameter when nor
malized to the diffraction-limited beamwidth.

The tracking error associated with a finite dwell
time depends quadratically on the ratio of the tracker
integration period and the atmospheric time constant
[26]

(rad2 of tilt error) .

The characteristic time constant (TO )rilr for tilt
derives from a temporal-frequency model having an
/-2/3 dependence at low frequencies, and a magni
tude that includes the velocity moment v_1I3 [30]. A
first-order calculation of this parameter produces
the expression

() { k2 () 8/15 7/15 -1/3 }-If
2

TO rilr = 0.51 c sec t; v-If3 v 14/3 D ,

which is seen to be weakly dependent on the aper
ture diameter. This number is typically a factor of
two or three larger than the time constant for figure
compensation.

The third factor affecting tracker performance is
the anisoplanatic error associated with an angular
displacement between the target object and the fiducial
reference. Here again we find a quadratic dependence
on the primary variable [26],

(13)

(rad2 of tilt error) ,

where

(e) = {0.67 kc
2 sec3 (t;)f..l.2 D- If

3}-
If
2o rilr

is the tilt isoplanatic angle. At visible wavelengths
(eo )rilt is approximately 8 arc sec, which is about four
times larger than eo'

A total of seven major components is needed to
specify the performance of a laser guide-star system,
four of which relate to figure error,

2 2 2 2 2
<Tfigure = <Tfirring + <Tservo + <Tsensor + <Tfocus'

and three that describe tracking fluctuations,

<T~lt = (<T;ervo), + (<T;ensor), + (<T~ffser), . (14)
tilt tilt tllr

The equation for sky coverage derives from Equations
11 and 13, which yield an expression that is directly
related to the allowable tracking error:

fractional sky coverage :::=

If we follow the same design strategy used previously
and divide the total tilt error among the terms listed
in Equation 14, then a relationship can be developed
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FIGURE 14. The fraction of the sky over which a given
resolution can be attained for a laser guide-star compen
sated-imaging system. Effects of residual image motion
due to finite tracker bandwidth, limited signal, and offset
anisoplanatism are included. The uncorrected seeing at
0.55 J..Lm is 0.85 arc sec for the atmospheric conditions
used in this study.

between the limiting system resolution for good phase
correction (a~gure < 3 rad2

) and the probability that a
suitable reference star can be located. Because of the
large isoplanatic angle for tilt and the ability of the
tracking system to work with relatively dim fiducial
stars, substantial gains in the effective resolution can

System Resolution (arc sec)

Comparison ofAdaptive Optics Constructs for
Astronomical Applications

We have now developed all of the relationships needed
to design an adaptive optics system for astronomy,
and we can proceed to estimate overall performance
for various configurations. For the sake of discussion
we assume that important scientific advances can be
achieved if the central core of the long-exposure point
spread function is at least 10 times as intense as the
residual background skirt. When using a synthetic
beacon we must also specify the maximum acceptable
tracking jitter, and we allow image motion to increase
the width of the central core by no more than twice
the diffraction limit. These criteria are, of course,
arbitrary; the actual choice depends on the specific
goals of the observation. Given another set of stan
dards, however, the analysis would follow the same
general path as that presented here. Table 2 reviews
the system and turbulence parameters that have been
applied in this study, and Figure 15 illustrates the
beam-profile criteria.

be obtained with high probability. Figute 14 shows
that the density of high-brightness stars is sufficient
to improve seeing by a factor of fout over the entire
sky.
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Table 2. System Parameters for Baseline Calculations

Aperture diameter

Beacon wavelength

Zenith angle

System throughput

Detector quantum efficiency

Detector noise level

D=4m

A.b = 0.589 jJm

( = 45°

Yt = Yr = 0.2

1) = 0.8

Nrms = 20

f

Turbulence parameters
for imaging at 0.55 jJm

'0 = 16 cm

80 = 12 jJrad

TO = 5 msec

(80)tilt = 40 jJrad

(TO)tilt = 12 msec
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Table 3 summarizes the performance of a set of
4-m adaptive optics systems that have been optimized

for either natural-star or synthetic-beacon compensa
tion and for operation in one of three spectral
wavebands. As discussed earlier, the optimization pro
cedure incorporates an error budget in which the
allowable figure and tilt errors are evenly apportioned
among the major sources of degradation.

The left side ofTable 3 lists the design parameters
and overall performance of systems that use natural
stars close to the target object to measure both the
figure and tilt components of turbulence. The right
side of the table refers to designs that employ a single
sodium-resonance beacon to extract figure informa
tion but rely on natural stars for image stabilization.
The performance results indicate that, with adaptive
optics, substantial gains in both Strehl ratio and reso
lution can be achieved for visible and near-infrared
astronomy. Although the designs become progres
sively easier to accomplish at longer wavelengths, all
of these systems are within the state of the art. The
most stressing parameter is the requisite laser power,
bur we note that a 20-W flashlamp-pumped solid

10 15 20
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of the corrected and uncorrected
beam profiles for a design criterion that restricts the
image motion to twice the diffraction-limited beam diam
eter and achieves a signal-to-background ratio of 10.
This example is representative of a 4-m system operating
at 0.55 ,um.

Table 3. 4-m System Performance Summary

Natural-Star System Synthetic-Beacon System

V Band
0.55 pm

J Band
1.25 pm

K Band
2.2 pm

V Band
0.55 pm

J Band
1.25 pm

K Band
2.2 pm

Number of actuators 290 85 45 250 90 65

Servo bandwidth (Hz) 23 12 9 21 12 11

A verage laser power (W) 47 9 6

Star brightness (m v)1 8 10 11 13 16 18

Strehl ratio 0.016 0.11 0.32 0.015 0.082 0.17

Resolution (x 1.22 AID) 2.6 1.3 1.0 3.1 2.0 2.0

Fractional sky coverage 3 x 10-6 7 x 10-5 3 x 10-4 0.003 0.2

Number of stars 4 x 104 3 x 105 7 x 105 5 x 106 9 x 107 6 x 108
(direct observation)

1Star brightness refers to the requirement on the neighboring source that provides wavefront-sensor
illumination for the synthetic-beacon system.
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state laser operating at 0.589 J..lm has been built at
Lincoln Laboratory [31, 32], and a design exists for a
diode-pumped system that will deliver approximately
200 W of average power.

The fourth row of Table 3, which indicates the
motivation for using synthetic beacons, presents esti
mates of the star brightness required for either figure
or tilt correction. Full-aperture tracking can be per
formed with a source that is approximately six visual
magnitudes dimmer than that needed to obtain high
spatial-frequency phase information; this difference
translates into an improvement factor of over 1000 in
the fractional sky coverage. At infrared wavelengths
the profile criteria given in Figure 15 can be achieved
over virtually the entire sky. Furthermore, more ad
vanced techniques, such as the use of a separate adap
tive optics system for the tracking star, may make it
possible to achieve complete sky coverage in the vis
ible as well.

Conclusions

At this point there is little doubt as to the applicabil
ity of adaptive optics to the field of astronomy. Ex
periments conducted by researchers at Lincoln Labo
ratory and other facilities have conclusively
demonstrated the efficacy of both the wavefront
compensation technology and the laser guide-star
concept. Much still needs to be done, however, before
adaptive optics technology is widely accepted as a tool
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for astronomical research. Most of the work performed
to date in the field of turbulence compensation has
been directed toward military problems in which
the achievement of near-unity Strehl ratios has
been the primary goal. Effectively adapting this
technology to astronomical telescopes will re
quire an emphasis on reducing overall system com
plexity and cost while maintaining component
reliability. The first step in this process is to esta
blish acceptable criteria for astronomical perfor
mance, upon which a suitable balance between
capability and design sophistication can be achieved.
This issue has been our principal motivation in the
analysis just presented.
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periments Using Synthetic Beacons," in this issue.
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